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Swami sat down in the mandir during the students’ Leaf process, and ask 
questions about their Soul Travel process. 
 
 
Swami:  What are you doing guys?   
 
Students: Leaf process.  
 
Swami: I know, but what is your aim?  
 
Students: To open the third-eye with this process. 
 
Swami:  Anybody has been trying it? (Soul Travel) Anyone making 
any progress?  
 
Students: (Some say yes.) 
 
Christinea: How do you know what the progress is? Is it like a 
lucid dream?  
 
Swami: Like a dream, like you feel less weight and something is 
growing in you.  
 



Students: Yes. 
 
Swami: This process is not a joke. You need one hundred percent 
strong determined mind, determined heart, determined soul and 
be pretty powerful consciousness. Once if you have a strong 
consciousness it’s very easy. Just what I scanned, the energy, 
99.9% perfect. Super. So you’ll see the results very soon. 
 
Don’t do it as a process, do it as a normal, like you’re drinking the 
water, you won’t feel like you’re drinking the water. If you’re 
drinking the scotch then you really feel you’re drinking the scotch. 
Like same thing you’re doing like a normal, regular way. You 
know what I’m saying? Like, don’t put it, “Okay, this is the time I 
have go and sit and meditate and do this.” Push that out. Do as 
normal regular. If you feel like responsible, you feel like tight… 
don’t feel it’s like a duty - it’s like normal course, like normal 
regular. You know what I’m saying?  
 
Whenever you feel like normal, the wheel starts. Whenever you 
started feeling it’s a duty, hun-un. Go a few more steps, then I 
come to you guys, then I’ll come. I won’t leave you until you really 
got success - period. Hun-un. Have the strong deal with Big Boss 
(Baba). Really strong deal, make a deal with him with a spiritual 
touch. He doesn’t like the diamonds, crowns – nothing like that. 
He’s always taking his begging bowl into the street. If he really 
wants to help you, he can, he will. So, have a deal with him. 
Something present then it becomes easier.  
 
Whenever the same process, several lifetimes back when I did this, 
I made a deal. I made a deal. And especially the most powerful, 
good karma is filling the hunger. Once you feed somebody, after 
they ate, they completed it, even if you want to give them some 
more, they’ll say after, “No, I’m full, thank you.” That’s only one 
thing on the planet they say the humanity, “I’m done, I’m fine, 
no.” If you give the money, they still want some more. If you give 
them anything, they still want more. As a limit desire is hunger. 
You know hunger?  
 
So try to ask the hunger out to win him, that’s the best way…the 
best way. Himself he use to cook and he is feeding in Dwarkamai. 
And whatever he got the food, he distributed it to the dogs and 
birds. Dogs are eating and he’s also eating the same food. It’s 



called bodhadaya, it’s loving the hungry. So go that point. One 
time Monika did a process like pouring the rice in Dwarkamai. 
Like huge, really pouring it, cannot enter it, even open the door. 
That energy lifted her like a rocket, like a rocket. So whatever, 
think deep way, go in that spiritual touch. Like you girls can cook 
some chappatis, some rotis to feed him. You might think, “Why I 
need to put the bread and cakes, the chappatis? He’ll taste it?” You 
have no idea. He’ll taste it. So, good luck, take care. 
 
 

End of Talk 


